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FINANCIALS

2020/2021 FINANCIALS

- Annual Fund: $456,764
- Fund-a-Need: $48,765
- Restricted / Endowment: $116,942
- Auction: $27,064

TOTAL: $649,535
This past year was certainly filled with adversity. The physical health of the students became paramount and measures had to be put in place to ensure the wellness of our community. But I am humbled by the accomplishments Marshall was able to achieve in the middle of the global pandemic. The pandemic challenged our students, faculty, and staff to become nimble and resilient. They rose to the occasion and created a safe educational environment that supported social, emotional and academic learning.

My fellow donors also played a role in the accomplishments. As a result of your generosity last year, Marshall was able to respond to the many pandemic-related needs of the Hilltopper community. They provided emergency financial assistance for families through the Community Fund. They gave tuition assistance through scholarships. They made technology access available to every student and teacher through the Annual Fund.

With the help of these donors, Marshall was also able to continue what it has always done best – create a community where students feel they belong. When students feel accepted, they are more willing to take risks and try new things. It is through that growth that students develop the creativity, perseverance, and ingenuity that helps make successful adults. Last year was no different – Marshall’s faculty and staff continued to mentor and support all students and 59 seniors graduated in the spring, prepared to take the next step in their life’s journey.

As I look to the year ahead, I am filled with optimism. Under the leadership of our new Head of School, Jamie Steckart, Marshall is poised to take even greater risks to improve educational opportunities in the Twin Ports and create a place of belonging. I hope you will continue to partner with us in that endeavor.

With gratitude,

David Gunnarson
President, Board of Trustees
2020–2021
Unrestricted gifts to Marshall’s Annual Fund are a vital part of the school’s annual operating budget, and support every facet of Marshall’s mission of academic excellence, character development, global citizenship, and service to society.

**$50,000+**
Anonymous

**$25,000 - $49,999**
Anonymous
Fred C. and Mary H. Lewis Scholarship Fund

**$10,000 - $24,999**
David and Kimberley Whittaker

**$5,000 - $9,999**
Jeffrey and Judy Hanson
Doug and Jenny Lewis
Nels Ojard '95

**$1,000 - $4,999**
Stephanie Ball '81
Frank Hedin '03
Ward and Charlotte Johnson
James '75 and Carole Lampi
Judith Lampi
Anthony Lockhart and Audrey Butts
Richard and Nancy Ojard
Robert '70 and Mary Schroeder
Thomas and Gina '79 Sprenger
North Star Foundation

**$500-999**
Liz Amatuzio
Elaine Berdan
Steven and Jennifer Berry*
Michelle Buria ‘89 and David Lambert
Quinn and Annie Carmichael
Kim '69 and Dede Chart
Adam '00 and Jenny Conrad
Davis Boys - '58, '80, '84
Jesse and Renee DeWitte
Thomas and Nancy Diener
Erin Dungan '94
Douglas Dunham and Helena Jackson
James P. Enberg '85
James and Therese '86 Faulconbridge
Angelo Gentile '73
Thomas and Christine George
Glen E. Holt
Paul and Kimberly Kosmatka
Paul '93 and Jessica Larson
James Lockhart '68 and Janie Mayeron
Doner and Christine '82 Melone
Joseph and Catherine Roby
Chad and Melissa Ross
Michael G. Sandstrom '73
Evan Schnell ‘94 and Sarah Asch *
Unrestricted gifts to Marshall's Annual Fund are a vital part of the school’s annual operating budget, and support every facet of Marshall’s mission of academic excellence, character development, global citizenship, and service to society.

$500-999 (Continued)
Steve Graham and Andrea Schokker
George Schroeder '54
David '74 and Barbara Sheedy
Kevin & Karen Snyder*
Jeffrey and Anna '94 Weis
Nick Johnson and Amy White*
Joshua '91 and Nicole Widdes
Todd '87 and Kristen '87 Woodhull

George's Liquor
Maurices, Inc.

$250-$499 (Continued)
David and Liz Johnson*
John and Elizabeth Kelly
Christa M. Knudsen '92*
Scott '82 and Kelly '84 Krenzen*
Anne Lewis
Jon Lipovetz '15
Michael '80 and Julie '80 McDonnell
Thomas '76 and Barb McGrath
Roger Mehling
John Michael '69 and Barbara Brown
Stephen and Mary Morse
Rick and Margaret Mrozik
Robert and Mary Ellen Owens
Frederick '70 and Susan Paul
Arthur J. Paulson '72
Becca A. Rubenfeld '00
Robert '77 and Elizabeth Sauve
John '75 and Lori Solon
David T. Somppi '80*
Spencer and Barb Stone
Carolyn Sundquist
Beth Tessier*
Michael and Sophia Waxman
Matthew '02 and Laura Whittaker*
David and Kristin '94 Yapel
Unrestricted gifts to Marshall’s Annual Fund are a vital part of the school’s annual operating budget, and support every facet of Marshall’s mission of academic excellence, character development, global citizenship, and service to society.

$100-$249
Anonymous
Anonymous
Robert and Pamela Ardis
William ’71 and Rhonda Bachand
Gretchen A. Bartzen ’68
Timothy Blackburn ’66
& Jessica Richard’92
John ’65 and Stacia Bonifaci
Kenneth and Mary ’58 Broman
Bob Carlson and Nancy Hoffmann
Marion Casserberg ’90 &
Robert Morton
William Hollis Collar
William ’63 and Pamela Corbin
Hilary Crook ’98 and Jacob Seljan*
Justin and Rachael Cummins
Scott and Erika ’89 Day
Craft and Eleanore Dryer
Tod Dungan ’92
Marie T. Dylla ’66
Joseph A. Erickson ’75
Steven Erlemeier
Bob and Teresa Falsani
Joseph M. Fifield ’11
Patrick Shriver and Kristen Findley ’90
Greg and Sheila Fox
Marie Franckowiak ’67
Danny and Angie Frank
Michael and Jennifer French
Jeffrey and Susan Frey
James and Christabel Grant
Richard Guerndt and Karen
Pagel-Guerndt ’90
David and Theresa Gunnarson
Thomas ’70 and Lois ’71 Hon
Curt and Rita ’58 Hutchens
Kerry and Karen Isensee
Michael ’64 and Annette Jaros
Charles ’61 and Patricia Jessico
Thomas Jobin ’59
Patrick ’72 and Tricia Johns
Mark and Julianne Johnson
Anita Jones
Rebecca Kirk
Clarie E. Kleinschmidt ’13
Colette Knudsen
Carlos Krieger and
Carrie Pollard Krieger ’94
Scott ’90 and Sara Kylander-Johnson
Dennis C. Lally ’68
Alex and meghan ’99 Law
Frederick Le Savage ’60
John ’75 and Kathleen ’75 Lee
Unrestricted gifts to Marshall’s Annual Fund are a vital part of the school’s annual operating budget, and support every facet of Marshall’s mission of academic excellence, character development, global citizenship, and service to society.

$100-$249 (Continued)

Johnathan and Lonna ’93 Leghart*
Richard ’54 and Louise LeSavage
Phillip and Claudia Little
Matthew R. MacLean ’08
Patrick ’66 and Mary Madden
Damian and Erin ’93 Makela
Douglas and Jeana Marshak
Catherine McGovern
John ’73 and Joni McLean
Elizabeth McNaughton ’02
Chad and Maribel Mehling
Douglas and Ann Melander
Majorie Meyer
Melissa Meyer
John and Judy Miner
David Moeller and Bryce Nixon
Katie Mosack ’90 and David Armin
Robert Murray ’78 and
  Susan Nystrom-Murray ’78*
Janis O’Rourke
Wayne and Cindy Orn
William ’72 and Martha Oswald
Ryanne Overom ’96 and Sean Smith
Christopher Owen
Paul and Antoinette Pearson
Sarah ’92 and Megan Perry-Spears*

Carol M. Peterman ’71
Joe and Megan Pike
Sheila Pittman ’91
Gerard Potvien ’70
Richard ’66 and Patty Priley
Michaela Raymond ’63
Gregory and Cheryl Roweckamp
Amy Rust ’00 and Mark Levin
Thomas Schellinger and
  Judith Timm-Schellinger
Terry Schoer
Regina Seabrook ’92
Patrick Sheedy ’11
Jonathan and Felicia Shultz
Roger and Joan Simon
John and Elaine Smith
Dennis and Donna Soukup
John Spilane
Bernard J. Spreitzer, Jr. ’76
David and Brenda Sproat
William and Jessica Stauber
Spencer and Barb Stone
Holly Tanner ’89
Dennis ’57 and Mary Lou Telega
David ’57 and Mary Thibert
Amy Virta*
Richard and Janet Voller
Unrestricted gifts to Marshall’s Annual Fund are a vital part of the school’s annual operating budget, and support every facet of Marshall’s mission of academic excellence, character development, global citizenship, and service to society.

$100-$249 (Continued)
Steven and Mary ’68 Walsh
Jon ’55 and Kathleen Walsh
Heidi Wendorf ’04
Alan and Mary ’70 Whittaker
Steven and Paula Williams
Robert Wilson ’64
Ronald Wollak ’67

AmazonSmile Foundation

Up to $99
James and Peggy Anderson
Allan Apter and Brenda Ion
Benjamin and Mary ’72
Amanda Boulier
Philip ’48 and Renata Bradley
Brian and Susan Brashaw
Edward Caldwell ’53
A.J. and Therese ’81 Cassidy
Dylan and Maura Chernov
William ’73 and Mona Cheslak
Reba Copeland
William Daugherty ’57
Terrence Davis ’58
Dennis ’64 and Suzanne Dock
Paul ’70 and Diane Ebert
Ann Elliott
Cassandra Erdmann
Lloyd and Carol ’51 Fernald
Lowell Frye ’71 and Elizabeth Deis
Matthew and Heather ’89 Godin
Patrice Halloran ’71
Diane Hegland ’71
Erik and Barbara ’93 Heidemann
Barbara Higgins, OSB ’53
Brian Hill and Susan Darley-Hill
John and Heather Holst
Mitchell and Amanda Houle
Patricia M. K’Burg ’74
Sorrel Kaspszak
Jody and Bonnie Keppers
Morgan Kunz ’99 and Carolyn Roby ’99
Jody and Bonnie Keppers
Morgan Kunz ’99 and Carolyn Roby ’99
Marcel and Julie LaFond
Thomas J. LaLiberte ’66
Michelle Lilly ’97
Carol Lilyquist
Donald MacDonald ’55
Robert and Anne MacLean
Richard Makela ’57
Eulalie Markham
Ann Mars
Unrestricted gifts to Marshall’s Annual Fund are a vital part of the school’s annual operating budget, and support every facet of Marshall’s mission of academic excellence, character development, global citizenship, and service to society.

Up to $99 (Continued)

- Robert Martinka ’81
- John and Holly Mattinen
- Darcy McAuliffe
- Chris and Rosemary Milczark
- Luke ’02 and Holly Mirau
- Mark and Karen Niedermier
- Neva Nolan
- Gerald Nowak ’43
- Joan Paulson ’63
- Paul and Antoinette Pearson
- James and Margo Philbin
- Lance Reasor
- Susie Rosenzweig
- Paul Schonfeld
- Bailey Sill ’09
- Terrence and Marge Smith
- Nancy Sodeman ’48
- David ’90 and Megan Soukup
- John ’71 and Anna Spencer
- Rachel Strohman ’90
- Charles ’66 and Pamela Swanson
- Shelly Swendsen ’81
- James and Donna ’71 Triebwasser
- Justin ’91 and Amy Valla
- Brianna Vander Heyden
- Tom and Katie Voller-Berdan

- Joseph ’61 and Bernadine ’64 Wisocki
- Ben and Barry Wolfe
- Christopher and Teresa Zupancich

*Denotes members of the Marshall School Sustainers Society. Sustainers make automated payments to Marshall through quarterly, monthly, or bi-weekly giving.
Hilltopper and friends typically gather together each spring to enjoy great conversation, wonderful food, and a fabulous philanthropic spirit. The event raises funds to support Marshall students, teachers, and their important work. This year, the event was held as an online trivia night with many Hilltopper families zooming in to support Marshall!

Organizations
9Round Fitness
A.W. Kuettel & Sons, Inc.
AmericInn by Wyndham Duluth
Belanger, Inc.
Boost Hockey Training
Bronwynn Power Skating
Canal Bark
Castle Danger Brewery
Chester Bowl Improvement Club
CL Designs
College of St. Scholastica Theatre
Destination Fitness
Derek Montogomery Photography
Devon Review
Dorothy Molter Museum
Duluth Area Family YMCA
Duluth Flower Farm
Enger Golf Course
Epicurean
Fitzphoto
Gene Hicks Gourmet Coffee LLC
George's Liquor
Glensheen Mansion
Grand Avenue Veterinary Clinic
Grandma's Marathon
Great Lake Aquarium
Greenfield Meats and More
Hartel's Disposal Companies
Hawk Ridge Art
International Wolf Center
Kenwood Dental
Lake Effect Massage and Bodywork
Lake Superior Zoo
Loll Designs
Madeline Island Ferry Line
Mars Lakeview Arena
Medium Control
Minnesota Power Employees Credit Union
Minnesota Twins Baseball Club
Minnesota Vikings
New London Corporation
Northern Rail Traincar Inn
Northland Plastic Surgery Center
Out of Print
Salt & Brine Kimchi
Shirts Unlimited
St.Louis County Historical Society
St. Paul Saints
Superior Ballroom Dance Studio
The Beauty Dashboard
The Jewelers Bench
Hilltopper and friends typically gather together each spring to enjoy great conversation, wonderful food, and a fabulous philanthropic spirit. The event raises funds to support Marshall students, teachers, and their important work. This year, the event was held as an online trivia night with many Hilltopper families zooming in to support Marshall!

Organizations (Continued)
- Twin Ports Dermatology
- Vista Fleet Cruises & Events
- Vitta Pizza
- Weis Eye Center
- Widdes Feed & Farm
- Widdes Trailer Sales
- Zeitgeist Center for Arts & Community

Individuals
- Brian and Beth Aebly
- Frederick Petersen and Alia Allan
- Bashiru Allison '96
- Lucas Anderson
- Sarah Angst
- Charles and Dianna Baker
- Steven and Jennifer Berry
- Karis Boerner & Steve Diamond
- Amanda Boulier
- Kevin and Dana Breen
- Timothy and Sally Buck
- Hilary Crook '98 and Jacob Seljan
- Daniel D'Allaird and Kristina Fryberger
  - D'Allaird '86
- Thoman and Nancy Diener
- Lori Durant and Mary Engels
- Joe Ehlers and Sarah Nelson
- Patrick and Christina Falgier
- Greg and Shelia Fox
- Angelica Fryberger
- Tiegen '89 and Susan '94 Fryerger
- Mark and Susan Furo
- Erin '98 and Andrea Geary
- David and Theresa Gunnarson
- Kathleen Hannan and Robert Wilke
- William and Jody Haug
- Joseph Lemker and
  - Christina Helterbrand Lemker
- Nathan and Michelle Hoffmann
- Eric Smith and Allison Iacone
- Arshia Javaherian
- Sorrel Kaspaszak
- Cindy Koecher
- Paul and Kimberly Kosmatka
- Carl and Sylvia Kozak
- David and Wendy Kropid
- Douglas and Jeana Marshak
- Chad and Maribel Mehling
- Douglas and Ann melander
- Katie Norris
- Sarah '92 and Megan Perry-Spears
- Frederick Petersen and Alia Allan
Hilltopper and friends typically gather together each spring to enjoy great conversation, wonderful food, and a fabulous philanthropic spirit. The event raises funds to support Marshall students, teachers, and their important work. This year, the event was held as an online trivia night with many Hilltopper families zooming in to support Marshall!

**Individuals (Continued)**

Julie Pierce and Peter Schommer  
Daniele Villa and Monica Prom  
Chad and Melissa Ross  
George and Joyce Schiltz  
Mark and Karal Scribner  
Kevin and Karen Snyder  
Aaron Sotak  
Beth Tessier  
Amy Virta  
Eric and Andrea Watson  
Jeffrey and Anna '94 Weis  
James and Barbara Welinski  
Nick Johnson and Amy White  
Matthew '02 and Laura Whittaker  
Joshua '91 and Nicole Widdes  
David and Kristin '94 yapel

**Auction Sponsors**

Bedrock-Flint, Inc.  
Bent Paddle Brewing Co.  
Duluth Insurance Agency  
ESC Systems Sound and Life Safety  
Esterbrooks, Scott, Signorelli, Peterson, Smithson, Ltd.  
Field Connolly Insurance  
Fryberger Law Firm  
Happy Sleeper  
Harbor Pointe Credit Union  
Johnson Insurance Consultants  
Johnson, Killen & Seiler PA  
KTM Companies  
Members Cooperative Credit Union  
National Bank of Commerce  
North Shore Bank of Commerce  
St. Luke's  
The Green Orchard Group at Morgan Stanley  
Twin Ports Paper & Supply  
UHL Companies, Inc.  
Weis Eye Center  
Wipfli
Each year, the Marshall School community joins together in a special fundraising effort known as Fund-a-Need to address a pressing campus-wide need. This year’s Fund-a-Need supported the renovation of the outdoor playground, which was named Snyder-Durant Park. Snyder-Durant Park honors Associate Head Karen Snyder and English Teacher Lori Durant, who have both given over 31 years of service to Marshall and who were instrumental in the formation of Marshall’s Middle School.

$5,000+
Endeavor Foundation
North Shore Bank of Commerce

$2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Angelica Fryberger
Paul and Kimberly Kosmatka

$1,000 - $2,499
Stephanie Ball '81
Timothy and Sally Buck
Dean and Tammy Fox
Paul '93 and Jessica Larson
Michael and Melinda Machones
Joan McNamara '76 and Bill Fallis
Charles and Brittany '94 Metzig
Julie Pierce and Peter Schommer
Stephen '84 and Barbara Sydow
Jeffrey and Anna '94 Weis
Johnson Insurance Consultants

$500-$999
Steven and Jennifer Berry
Jesse and Renee DeWitte
Joe Ehlers and Sarah Nelson
Patrick and Christina Falgier
Greg and Sheila Fox
Jeremy and Lisa Harala
David and Marie-Laure McKee
David '92 and Dezeray Pollard
David '74 and Barbara Sheedy
Kevin and Karen Snyder
Paul and Emily Tonkin
Joshua '91 and Nicole Widdes
David and Kristin '94 Yapel

$250-$499
Brian and Beth Aebly
Bashiru Allison '96
Craig Coffey and Lisa Rupert
Hilary Crook '98 and Jacob Seljan
Daniel D'Allaird and
Kristina Fryberger D'Allaird '86
Andrew and Sara '98 Drenner
Elaine Hansen
Each year, the Marshall School community joins together in a special fundraising effort known as Fund-a-Need to address a pressing campus-wide need. This year’s Fund-a-Need supported the renovation of the outdoor playground, which was named Snyder-Durant Park. Snyder-Durant Park honors Associate Head Karen Snyder and English Teacher Lori Durant, who have both given over 31 years of service to Marshall and who were instrumental in the formation of Marshall’s Middle School.

$250-$499 (Continued)
George Jelatis and Sarah Lundeen
Scott ’90 and Sara Kylander-Johnson
Daniel and Christa Lane
Douglas and Jeana Marshak
John Morrice and Judith Johnson
David Moeller and Bryce Nixon
Sarah ’92 and Megan Perry-Spears
Kevin ’00 and Andrea ’99 Robb
LeeAnn Schiltz
Regina Seabrook ’92
Audrey Sederberg ’02 and Colin Parker
Beth Tessier
David and Sandy Webb
Annie Winkler ’96
Norbert J. Wollak ’66

$100-$249
Anonymous
Thomas Bakken ’98
Stephanie Balmer ’98 and Jesse Singler
Robert and Linda Basara
Michelle Buria ’89 and David Lambert

$100-$249
Marlene David
Troy and Rebecca ’03 Deden
Craft and Eleanore Dryer
Erin Dungan ’94
Lori Durant and Mary Engels
Joseph M. Fifield ’11
Heather Fishel
John Fox ’12
Michael and Jennifer French
Joe and Charlene Gallian
Corey Ganser ’01
David ’94 and Jen Gels
John and Annie Hagen
Elissa Husby ’07
Eric Smith and Allison Iacone
Charles and Katherine Jacobs
Nick Johnson and Amy White
Alan Kaya
Angela Khalar
Mithcell ’95 and Alison King
Kelsey Klug ’09
Wendy Larson
Robert and Anne MacLean
Each year, the Marshall School community joins together in a special fundraising effort known as Fund-a-Need to address a pressing campus-wide need. This year’s Fund-a-Need supported the renovation of the outdoor playground, which was named Snyder-Durant Park. Snyder-Durant Park honors Associate Head Karen Snyder and English Teacher Lori Durant, who have both given over 31 years of service to Marshall and who were instrumental in the formation of Marshall’s Middle School.

$100-$249 (Continued)

Darcy McAuliffe
Jamie Miller
David Moeller and Bryce Nixon
Christopher '97 and Theresa Morton
Neva Nolan
Steven and Joanne Piper-Maurer
Joseph and Catherine Roby
Steve Graham and Andrea Schokker
Tim and Alyson Thorson
Richard and Janet Voller
James and Barbara Welinski
Matthew '02 and Laura Whittaker

Benjamin Langager '98 and Erin Hart
Katie Lawson
Mark Magnuson and Dawn Drotar
Deb Nelson
Lisa Newstrom '97
Jade Osbeck
Tom O'Rourke and Karen Petersen
Rachel Peterson '00
Sarah Pohl
Ian and Sara '97 Russell
Jack and Cindy Seiler
Terrence and Marge Smith
William and Jessica Stauber
Carolyn Sundquist
Marjorie Tri
Amy Virta
Tom and Katie Voller-Berdan
Heidi Wendorf '04
Ben and Barry Wolfe

Up To $99

Kathy Aaro
Alexandra Austin '05 and
Nicholas Ullrich
Amanda Boulier
Hilary C. Bown '98
Patrick and Tambrey Collins
Heidi Graham '93
John Jelatis '23
Sorrel Kaspszak
The Friends of Marshall comprises Marshall’s most loyal supporters, who have generously made lifetime contributions of $25,000 or more.

Nicholas B. Alworth
Deb Amberg
Donald and Kathleen Annala
Stephanie Ball ’81
Frank Befera ’84
Michael and Deborah ’72 Bolen
Richard and Elizabeth Burns
Kim ’69 and Dede Chart
Marlene David
Gerald ’76 and Nancy ’76 Dodd
Robert and Nancy Edwards
Kevin Ehrenreich
James P. Engberg ’85
Marty and Erica Espe
J.D. Feriancek and Bridget Brine
Jerome and Rosemary Feriancek
Dean and Tammy Fox
Robert and Angelica Fryberger
James Gels
martin Melanie Grune
Jeffrey and Judy Hanson
Gregg Haug and Kimberly Kramer
James and Nancy Holmgren
James Jarocki ’76 and
Kristin Blakeslee Jarocki
Robert and Dorianne Jarrett
Ward and Charlotte Johnson
Gale and Jeri Kerns
Britta Koch
Paul and Kimberly Kosmatka
John and Elizabeth Kratz
jack Krenzen
Scott ’82 and Kelly ’84 Krenzen
Doug and Jenny Lewis
Dale Lewis and Holly Sampson
Diane Link
Anthony Lockhart and Audrey Butts
Ann Mars
Elisabeth Mason
Thomas and Christine McCabe
Judith McKim
Don and Patricia Monaco
Jacob ’56 and Geraldine Muhvic
Brian ’76 and Shelley Murphy
Eric and Carol Norberg
Nels Ojard ’95
Robert and Mary Ellen Owens
Peter and Carol Person
Joseph and Catherine Roby
Sharon Rolle
Philip and Brenda Rolle
Edwin Russell
David and Jennifer Schoessow
David ’74 and Barbara Sheedy
Thomas and Janice Shuey
The Friends of Marshall comprises Marshall’s most loyal supporters, who have generously made lifetime contributions of $25,000 or more.

Fred and Sheila Shusterich
Mitch and Elva Sill
Sarah Sneve
A. Ronald Johnson and
  Elizabeth Stauber-Johnson '68
David and Kimberley Whittaker
Alan Zeppa
Restricted gifts support specific projects of importance to both the donor and Marshall School

**$20,000+**
Gregg Haug and Kimberly Kramer
Archetype Innovations

**$10,000-$19,999**
Stephanie Ball '81
North Shore Bank of Commerce

**$5,000-$9,999**
Nels Ojard '95
James and Nancy Holmgren
North Shore Track Services

**$1,000-$4,999**
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Timothy and Sally Buck
Kevin Ehrenreich
Marty and Ericka Espe
Bret and Louise Friday
Greg and Heather Johnson
David '92 and Dezeray Pollard
Philip and Brenda Rolle
David and Kimberly Whittaker
Krech Ojard and Associates
Consulting Engineers
MTS Systems Corporation

**$500-$999**
Michelle Buria '89 and David Lambert
Thomas and Nancy Diener
Kevin and Karen Snyder
Monaco Air
Saturn Systems Software Engineering

**Up to $499**
Kevin and Dana Breen
Timothy and Carol Kleinschmidt
Michael and Emily Laskin
Douglas and Jeana Marshak
William and Jessica Stauber
Duluth Amateur Youth Basketball Association
Heartwood Construction
Each year, the Hilltopper Community comes together for a fun golf outing in support of Marshall Athletics. Thank you to the generous sponsors and supporters who make the event a success!

**Sponsors**

A.W. Kuettel & Sons  
Bent Paddle Brewing Co  
Browynn Power Skating  
CARSTAR  
Cartier Insurance  
Duluth Golf  
Duluth Hockey Company  
Grandma's Saloon and Grill  
Johnson Insurance Consultants  
Krech Ojard  
Loll Designs  
Mars Lakeview Arena  
Meyer Borgman Johnson  
North Shore Bank  
Wusch